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1: The Ultimate A To Z List of Linux Commands | Linux Command Line Reference
Command line reference for Oracle, SQL Server, Windows and bash. Includes data dictionary, scripting commands and
CSS.

Does not list the command. The buffer has no command history list and does not record SQLcl commands.
Use the following command to access the help system: INDEX for a list of topics. You can view the Oracle
Database Library at http: Use the following command to execute operating system commands: Enter HOST
without command to display an operating system prompt. You can then enter multiple operating system
commands. With some operating systems, you can use another character instead of HOST such as "! Use the
following command to recall the history of SQLcl commands: History is limited to the last statements. History
is retained between SQLcl sessions. To separate text from the preceding characters with a space, enter two
spaces. To append text that ends with a semicolon, end the command with two semicolons a single semicolon
is interpreted as a command terminator. Enter DEL with no clauses to delete the current line of the buffer.
Enter LIST with no clauses to list all lines. Use the following commands to run scripts: The script can be
called from the local file system or a web server. You can pass values to script variables in the usual way. This
command is almost identical to the command. It is useful for running nested scripts because it has the
additional functionality of looking for the specified script in the same path or url as the calling script. The
maximum sleep interval is seconds. Use the following commands to create and modify scripts: To edit the
buffer contents, omit the file name. Inline will set the editor to be the SQLcl editor. This supports the
following shortcuts: The REMARK command must appear at the beginning of a line, and the comment ends at
the end of the line a line cannot contain both a comment and a command. SQLcl does not interpret the
comment as a command. Use the following commands to write interactive commands: Use the following
commands to create and display bind variables: Use the following symbols to create substitution variables and
parameters for use in scripts: START substitutes values you list after the script name as follows: SQLcl
substitutes the value of the specified substitution variable for each substitution variable it encounters. Specifies
where changes occur in a report and the formatting action to perform, such as: Use one of the following
clauses in place of printspec:
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2: An A-Z Index of the Windows CMD command line | SScom
You can perform most Visual SourceSafe Explorer commands using the Visual SourceSafe command line utility SS.
The command line can also be used to run batch files and scripts. This section documents the commands and their
options.

Linux distributions can leverage an extensive range of commands to accomplish various tasks. For most Linux
distros, Bash bourne again shell is the default command-line interface or shell used to execute these
commands. In this A to Z list of Linux commands, we have tried to include as many commands as possible
which can be run using bash. CLIs command-line interface have existed since ages. However, CLI is just an
interface, the main task is done by a program called command language interpreter. In the past, we compiled
the list of commands for the CMD command-line interpreter in Microsoft Windows, you can take a look at it
below: The first piece of text you see when you land on the shell is called prompt. However, the terminal
application you see on your Linux systems is an emulator that replicates the jobs of a real-world terminal.
Many people often confuse the terms shell and terminal. Take the example of a car; the body of the car is the
terminal and the dashboard can be considered as the shell where you perform various operations like
acceleration, reverse, shifting, etc. The car responds to your actions performed using the dashboard. Similarly,
the terminal displays responses for the commands executed using the shell or CLI. Is Linux CLI
case-sensitive? If you try to run LS instead of ls, it would display an error. There are some advantages of using
a case-sensitive command line. It also gives people the flexibility over the choice of the command name. As
you might be knowing, some or many of these commands may not work on your distribution. The descriptions
of these Linux commands are based on their manual pages. To access the man page: Linux Commands â€” A.
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3: Command-Line Reference - Solaris Volume Manager Administration Guide
The Windows command-line tools are used to perform various tasks related to Windows Server R2, Windows Server ,
Windows Server , Windows 7, and Windows Vista. You can use the command reference to familiarize yourself with new
and enhanced command-line tools, to learn about the command shell, and to automate command-line tasks by.

See Running in the Getting Started Guide for an intro to the basics, while this page has a lot more detail. Some
tasks produce useful values. In a multi-project build, execution dependencies and the aggregate setting control
which tasks from which projects are executed. Project-level tasks clean Deletes all generated files the target
directory. Configuration-level tasks Configuration-level tasks are tasks associated with a configuration. For
example, compile, which is equivalent to compile: Most tasks for the compile configuration have an
equivalent in the test configuration that can be run using a test: To return to sbt, type: The build definition and
related values are bound to variables and common packages and values are imported. See the consoleProject
documentation for more information. Creates a jar file containing all main source files and resources. The
main class is passed the arguments provided. Please see Running Project Code for details on the use of
System. See Testing for details. See [Testing][Testing] for details. General commands exit or quit End the
current interactive session or build. If the command does not exist, help lists detailed help for commands
whose name or description match the argument, which is interpreted as a regular expression. If no command is
provided, displays brief descriptions of the main commands. Related commands are tasks and settings. See
multi-project builds for details on multi-project builds. Further operations will be done in the context of the
given project. See multi-project builds for details on multiple project builds. See Triggered Execution for
details. Each command should be on its own line. Alternatively, specify the path to a Scala installation. Note
that the leading semicolon is required. This can be used to set system properties, as a calculator, to fork
processes, etc â€¦ For example: Commands for managing the build definition reload [plugins return] If no
argument is specified, reloads the build, recompiling any build or plugin definitions as necessary. This can be
useful to directly manipulate the build definition. For example, running clean on the build definition project
will force snapshots to be updated and the build definition to be recompiled. The setting applies until sbt is
restarted, the build is reloaded, or the setting is overridden by another set command or removed by the session
command. It can persist settings configured at the prompt. See Inspecting-Settings for details. See Inspecting
Settings for details. The following properties influence SBT execution. Also see sbt launcher.
4: Compose command-line reference | Docker Documentation
Scripts accept all Commands that are available at the command line. Windows has two command shells: The Command
shell and PowerShell. Each shell is a software program that provides direct communication between you and the
operating system or application, providing an environment to automate IT operations.

5: tsm Command Line Reference - Tableau
This section contains reference information for each command-line switch and switch option recognized by the Microsoft
RPC MIDL compiler.

6: Microsoft publishes Windows Command Line reference - gHacks Tech News
Generated on November 14, at MST. You are viewing docs for the latest stable release, Switch to docs for the previous
stable release, , or to a recent doc build from the develop branch.

7: Windows Commands | Microsoft Docs
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This is a linux command line reference for common operations. Examples marked with â€¢ are valid/safe to paste
without modification into a terminal, so you may want to keep a terminal window open while reading this so you can cut
& paste.

8: A to Z List Of Windows CMD Commands | Command Line Reference
The Command Line API contains a collection of convenience functions for performing common tasks: selecting and
inspecting DOM elements, displaying data in readable format, stopping and starting the profiler, and monitoring DOM
events.

9: sbt Reference Manual â€” Command Line Reference
Microsoft's Windows Command Line reference is a big document that lists more than different commands on pages.
While that is a massive list of commands, undocumented commands are not included in the paper.
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